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Best in Snow
Critical Coverage for Hitting the Slopes

skiing or snowboarding this season?  We hope your time on the slopes 

will be safe, but if an accident happens, it can get pretty complicated 

and your INSURANCE coverage may fall short. See how a policy you may 

never have heard of saved the (snow) day when things went downhill. 

REAL WORLD STORY
Carol, a software developer, was looking 

forward to spending her birthday vacation 

on the slopes with friends. An experienced 

snowboarder, she set out on her third run 

of the day just as Tiffany was skiing down 

the mountain too fast, forcing her to lose 

control and crash into Carol.

Carol suffered a complete ACL tear requiring 

reconstruction, a shoulder fracture and 

a minor head injury, even though she was 

wearing a helmet — all of which prevented her 

from working for six months.

After Tiffany's homeowners liability limit was 

exhausted, her standalone personal umbrella 

policy covered Carol's medical bills, loss of 

wages and pain and suffering.

Claim: $575,000

Just like the kind of umbrella you hold 

when it rains, a personal umbrella 

policy can protect you when a 

downpour happens BY SAFEGUARDING 

assets and payING for medical and legal 

BILLS beyond WHAT your homeowners/

renters and auto policies COVER.  

R POLICIES START aT about 85¢ a DAY R

WHAT'S AN UMBRELLA POLICY?
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